ICFF Preview: Kitchen & Bath

The kitchen and bath products debuting at ICFF this year bring style and function to commercial and residential spaces. Finishes are sleek or matte, while every color is represented, from vibrant primary shades to cool pastel hues. Fixtures are now sculptural pieces that transform simple living areas into showcases for high design.

**Graff: Harney Faucet**

Graff.com

An ergonomic shape serves as the basis for this new design, allowing for a variety of grip techniques to be utilized, and the internal cartridge transitions water temperature with the turn of a handle.

**Laufen: Sonar Collection**

Laufen.com

Sonar by Patricia Urquiola features washbasins, basin bowls, and a bathtub made of Laminex Shagreen, a strong ceramic material, with designs that emphasize arcs and angles to bring sophistication to the bathroom.

**Reform UP Kitchen**

Reform.com

With a minimalistic design by the Danish architecture studio Leardager Group, UP's kitchen consists of solid recycled wood and marble materials by flooring manufacturer Dinesen.

**Amba: Antus Collection**

Amba.com

Available in polished and brushed stainless steel finishes, this collection of go-bar heated towel racks has plenty of space for the largest towels. Each rack has 9 different levels of adjustable heat and digital controller.

**AXOR: MyEdition Collection**

Axor.com

With six low profile faucets and seven different cover plates made of a variety of materials, the cover plates can be repositioned to change the look of their bathroom at any time.

**Franz Viegener: Buzz Widespread Faucet**

Franz Viegener.com

With precise yet fluid dimensions, and available in several finishes, this faucet has softly rounded line segments that meet at a delicate angle, yielding a standout shape.

**NY Cement Tile: Geometrika Collection**

Cementtile.com

Designed by architect Luca Andreatti, this vibrant collection features enameled tiles that are made by hand so that no two pieces are alike, with colorful, overlapping geometric patterns.

**Eke Flooring & Woodworks: Wood Flooring**

Eke.com

Eke provides a wide range of high quality, hardwood flooring for builders, architects, and designers. Available in kitchen and bath spaces, with solid and engineered flooring in both pre-finished and unfinished options.
Emtek Urban Modern Entry Set

This new set by Emtek features a soft square, convex profile that offers a more feminine yet still modern aesthetic, giving doors in restrooms and kitchens a streamlined look that doesn’t clash with other design elements.

Marra Corona: Osselli Collection

This line of porcelain stoneware by Marra Corona is characterized by a combination of solid colors, beautiful graphics, and unique forms like a diamond shape, designed to be mixed and matched.

Bocchi Forte Sink

This open-front fireclay sink has a slim profile that frees up countertop space and gives users roughly 15 to 20 percent more cubic volume than average styles—perfect for washing large pots and pans.

Watermark Designs: Lily Collection Faucet

From the Lily Collection, which features components that are machined and plated twice to create unique combinations, this lavatory faucet has a rich matte black finish with satin brass diple accents.

Simaex Caromiche: Urbandeck Collection

Urbandeck from Simaex Caromiche combines the looks of wood and concrete into one cohesive, modern collection, with five formats and natural and matte finish options that can be used in a variety of settings.

JEE-O: Flow Basins

These freestanding Flow basins by JEE-O, shown at ICFF’s Veneta New York in the Dutch edition area, are made of DADO quartz, a combination of quartz rock and resin that is scratch resistant.
Jill Malek: Refractions Wallpaper

Refractions is a large scale repeat wallpaper from Jill Malek's new Reflect: Reflect collection, in a range of soothing colors that help increase a tranquil feeling in the spa or bathroom.

Effegibi YOKU Sauna

This modular wood sauna designed by Marcio Villas Boas integrates the volume of the stove in the lower beach. The newest version is available in natural Aspen, heat-treated Aspen, and natural black.

Brizo: Zoon Pull-Down Kitchen Faucet

Brizo presents a pull-down faucet from its Zoon collection with graceful curves that complement precise angles for an exquisitely balanced design, while the Brilliance polished nickel finish, shown here, adds shine.

Cassina Design

Emphasizing responsible design and local products, the Amsterdam-based brand showing at ICFF's Venture New York, the Dutchellium area, uses raw materials without sacrificing style, like this table made of recycled wood.

THG Parus La 9 Faucet

This brass and unlacquered brass faucet, designed by Pierre-Yves Rochon, has cylindrically shaped kidneys that feature contrasting quadrants in the same finish as the angular, Art Deco-inspired spout.

Rocky Mountain Hardware: High Polished Finishes

Rocky Mountain Hardware now has two new high polish finishes: silver bronze with a gold mirror-like finish, and white bronze with a silver mirror-like finish, developed through a time-intensive hand-polishing procedure.

Carnes Polenta Pendant

This sleek pendant light fixture by Carnes brings a warmer industrial look to kitchens, casting a glow over countertops, bar tools, or sink areas, with a streamlined profile that doesn't add bulk to the ceiling.

Lacava: Navi Vanity

Lacava introduces Navi, a freestanding under-counter vanity with plenty of storage, including five drawers and a bottom wood shelf that can hold toiletries and towels, as well as a brushed brass frame, with pulls included.

Bradan Ravenhill Studio: Beam-Pendant

The beam pendant makes use of honed and refracted light to cast even and flattering illumination—ideal in kitchens, restaurants, or any spot where people gather, with two shade options to choose from.
Ethnicraft: Oak Facettes Dining Table

Inspired by Brutalist architecture, the defining feature of this oak dining table is obtained by alternating geometric shapes in order to catch the light from any perspective. It features a natural top and black base.

Wileysart: Thinscape Performance Top

Available in twelve European-inspired designs, this is the first ultra-thin countertop of its kind in the U.S.—a stain-resistant and easy-to-maintain decorative slab, with five expertly matched finish options.

Hastings Tile & Bath: Urban Collection

The Urban collection is a fully customizable line of bathroom vanities, offered as wall or floor mounts, with open or closed side panels, in a multitude of options and finishes for a truly bespoke feel.

Nemo Tile + Stone: Contrast Collection

With endless combination possibilities, this collection of interlocking ceramic tiles has five series, four contrasted edge patterns, and four solid hues that can be used to transform a room or just add an accent.

Ciel Ceramics: Marble Baron Towel Warmer

This novel warmer by Ciel is made of aMFraid stone, available with one or two towel bars, or three towel hooks, so that a number of both linens can be heated at once.

Samuel Heath: Exposed Thermostatic Shower

The newest addition to the landmark range, this industrial-style shower, shown here in matte black chrome, last temperature override, an easy-to-clean head, and can fit to new or existing pipework.